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SENTENCES
1. Put the words in the following sentences in the correct order to form 

questions.
a. This is your bag.
Ans. Is this your bag?

b. You are happy.
Ans. Are you happy?

c. This is your apple.
Ans. Is this your apple?

d. Your sandwich box is blue.
Ans. Is your sandwich box blue?

e. Charlie is in your class.
Ans. Is Charlie in your class?

f. They are Indian.
Ans. Are they Indian?

g. The kids are clever to answer these questions.
Ans. Are the kids clever to answer these questions?

h. Sushant was a good dancer.
Ans. Was Sushant a good dancer?

i. I am late.
Ans. Am I late?

j. Reena was writing a letter.
Ans. Was Reena writing a letter?



1. Write the correct question words to form suitable question sentences
for the answer sentences given below.

a. __What__ is John writing?
Ans. John is writing a letter.

b. __Who___ walks home from school?
Ans. Seema walks home from school.

c. _Where__ are the children sitting?
Ans. The children are sitting in the garden.

d. __When___ does Peter go for a walk?
Ans. Peter goes for a walk on Sundays.

e. __How___ do they go to work?
Ans. They go to work by bus.

f. __When___ are we leaving for Goa?
Ans. We are leaving for Goa tonight.

g. __Where___ are the boys hiding?
Ans. The boys are hiding under the bed.

h. __Whose__ jacket is lying on the table?
Ans. Maria’s jacket is lying on the table.

i. __Which___ floor do you live on?
Ans. I live on the fifth floor.

j. __How__ many sense organs do we have?
Ans. We have five sense organs.
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